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ABSTRACT
Emotion recognition technologies have been widely used in nu-
merous areas including advertising, healthcare and online educa-
tion. Previous works usually recognize the emotion from either
the acoustic or the visual signal, yielding unsatisfied performances
and limited applications. To improve the inference capability, we
present a multimodal emotion recognition model, EMOdal. Apart
from learning the audio and visual data respectively, EMOdal ef-
ficiently learns the common and modality-specific information
underlying the two kinds of signals, and therefore improves the
inference ability. The model has been evaluated on our large-scale
emotional data set. The comprehensive evaluations demonstrate
that our model outperforms traditional approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emotion recognition, as an essential interaction between human
and machine, has been widely employed in a surge of fields [1, 2].
For example, Bargal in [3] encodes image features on pretrained
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networks and classifies with a linear SVM. Chernykh in [4] rec-
ognize emotions from speech using a recurrent neural network.
Nevertheless, these works learn the emotion from a single modality:
either the visual or the acoustic signals. Lacking of the multi-modal
analysis results in the unsatisfied performance. Although Kahou in
[5] has built models to merge these signals together, the plug-and-
play models rarely capture the underlying correlations shared by
the visual and audio signals, which limits their generalization.

To copewith these issues, we proposed EMOdal, amulti-modality
emotion recognition model according to both visual and acoustic
signals inspired by the work in [6]. EMOdal consists a convolutional
neural network for visual signals and a deep neural network for
acoustic signals. Networks are trained together with a loss com-
posed of three types of losses. The common loss adopts a function
defined in [7] so that the maximally correlated information between
the visual and acoustic modalities is extracted. The classify loss
is utilized to capture the relationship between emotion states and
the combination of visual and acoustic signals. The specific loss
makes use of modality specific information. In this way, useful
visual and acoustic signals could be efficiently extracted within
lower-dimension representations.

A large-scale real-world dataset is constructed to evaluate our
model. It is collected from 33 TV shows and 20 movies with four
emotion states: angry, happy, sad and neutral. The evaluation on
11606 clips over four emotions shows that EMOdal could achieve
66.02% accuracy in general superior to unimodal methods. The
outstanding performance and the flexible design of the framework
allows integration of various neural networks structures for audios
and images, providing great potential for better performance.

2 MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of EMOdal is depicted in Figure 1. In general,
EMOdal first leverages a deep neural network to learn the acoustic
signals and adopts a convolutional neural network to deal with the
visual signals. The inference results are then fed into the common
and modality-specific loss function for the model training.
Input Features Image raw data is utilized as input, of which the
size is 128 × 128. Audios are downsampled to 16 kHz and 68-
dimensional features (e.g. spectral entropy, MFCCs, energy) are
extracted by pyAudioAnalysis[8].
Image Network We construct a convolutional neural network
with three 3 × 3 convolutional layers, each of which is followed
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Figure 1: Model Architecture

by a max pooling layer. Features are flattened later. After a fully
connected layer, the dropout strategy is deployed to prevent the
network from overfitting. The last fully connected layer contains
10 units, so a 10-dimensional image feature is pulled out at last.
Audio NetworkA deep neural network with three fully connected
layers containing 128, 64 and 10 units is adopted as the audio net-
work. The network produces a 10-dimensional audio feature.
Loss Function and Model Training A combined loss function is
adopted to extract the common and modality-specific information
from acoustic and visual signals. It consists of three types of losses:
a common loss, a classify loss and two specific losses. It has been
verified in [6] that if visual signals X1 and acoustic signals X2 are
weakly dependent, the optimal solution that maximizes the log-
likelihood of the joint distribution of X1 and X2 is to maximize the
score defined in [7]. A common loss is defined by placing a negative
sign ahead of the score. It is desired that the common loss could ex-
tract the correlation between visual and acoustic signals efficiently.
To capture the relationship between modalities and targets, we send
the combined feature to a softmax layer and utilize a categorical
crossentropy loss as a classify loss. In addition, two more losses are
added in as specific losses to incorporate the complementary infor-
mation from image and audio. They are categorical crossentropy
losses based on targets and predictions made with image and audio
features respectively. We combine all the losses together and select
Adam to train our model with Keras.

3 EVALUATION
Data Collection and Processing Our data set is collected from
films and TV programs composed of 4 basic emotion categories:
angry, happy, sad and neutral. We extract the the middle frame for
each video clip and crop frames to the largest face detections. Then
we resize images to 128 × 128, do face frontalization and convert
them to grayscale. Since faces temporally disappear in some frames,
we only use frames with clear faces. We apply data augmentation
techniques and extend our data set to 11606 clips, 80% of which are
utilized as training data.
PerformanceWe implement experiments on 1)audios only; 2)im-
ages only; 3)audios and images. Table 1 compares our accuracy
result to unimodal methods. The overall accuracy of 66.02% shows
that our model outperforms the unimodal methods. Table 2 shows
the confusion matrix of EMOdal over the test sets. As seen, the pre-
dicted emotion states match the ground truth labels in most cases.
Most of the error predicted points belongs to ’neutral’ and ’sadness’.

Table 1: Evaluation Results

Model Audio-only Image-only Audio+Image

Acc(%) 52.20 63.73 66.02

The main reason might be the ambiguity of suppressed expressions
and real emotions for Chinese. For example, when people feel sad,
they tend to suppress their emotions rather than expressing in an
explicit way.

Table 2: Confusion Matrix
Ground
Truth

Predictions(%)
angry happy neutral sad

anger 69.74 8.55 9.21 12.5
happiness 9.09 76.97 9.70 4.24
neutral 15.13 17.11 55.26 12.5
sadness 11.64 9.59 17.81 60.96

4 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a model in multimodal emotion recogni-
tion, which could extract effective information between audios and
images. The proposed model outperforms others on our large-scale
real-world database. In the future, we might treat gender or age
group as additional modalities since expressions and voices vary
in people of different age and gender. Inspired by [9–11], we plan
to adopt a multi-task learning framework on emotion detection
to improve the inference detection ability, and adopt the transfer
learning to generalize our model [12] on other language learning.
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